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An analysis of the observational polarization properties of the decameter spikes
is presented in the paper. It is shown that decameter spikes possess high degree
of circular polarizationwith average value of about 60%. In the frames of “leading
spot” theory we associated the spikes activity with a certain active region on
the solar disk and determined the mode of the emission. Supposing plasma
emission mechanism we link and determine coronal plasma and fast electron
beam parameters.
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1 Introduction

Solar radio spikes have been observed and analyzed for more than half a century
(De Groot, 1960; Elgaröy, 1961). These bursts are observed in a wide frequency band
from several MHz up to units of GHz (Casillas-Pérez et al., 2019). The comprehensive
information about their spectral properties (duration, bandwidth, flux and frequency drift
rate) can be found in the following articles (Messerotti et al., 1985; Benz, 1986; Guedel and
Benz, 1990; Jin et al., 1990;Magdalenić et al., 2006;Melnik et al., 2014; Bouratzis et al., 2016;
Casillas-Pérez et al., 2019; Tan et al., 2019).

The present paper is devoted to another important, but poorly studied spikes parameter,
the polarization. The sense and degree of spikes polarization, along with other parameters,
can help us to associate them with a certain active region on the solar disk, find possible
emission mechanism and give additional information about plasma parameters in the place
of bursts generation.

The first attempts to associate solar radio noise storms with active regions on the solar
surface were made in the late 1940th (Appleton and Hey, 1946; Allen, 1947). In those
papers authors suggested that the noise storms are most likely associated with the largest
sunspot group closely located around central meridian. In the paper (Payne-Scott and Little,
1951) authors were able to measure polarization and apparent position of the noise storms
sources. Based on the obtained data they came to the conclusion that the size of the largest
spot in a group is more likely responsible for the formation of the noise storm rather
than the size of the group. Moreover, it was found that the location of the spot (northern
and south hemisphere) is tightly connected with the sense of polarization. Thus authors
showed that in the majority of the cases the emission associated with the spot of southern
polarity was right-handed circular polarized, and associated with the spot of northern
polarity was left-handed circularly polarized. Also it was supposed that the emission with
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right or left polarization associated with the spot of southern or
northern polarity respectively corresponded to the ordinary mode
of the electromagnetic wave received on Earth. Subsequently this
observational regularity was called the “leading spot” rule.

For today it is generally accepted that both spikes and their
groups (storms) do not always possess high degree of circular
polarization and can be left or right handed polarized (De Groot,
1960; Kai, 1970; Barrow and Saunders, 1972; Abrami, 1976; Chernov,
1977; Heyvaerts et al., 1978; Messerotti et al., 1985; Benz, 1986;
Benz and Guedel, 1987; Gary et al., 1991; Guedel and Zlobec,
1991; Benz et al., 1996; Wang et al., 1999). However, despite on the
degree and sense of the polarization, spikes have characteristic
set of common parameters (De Groot, 1960; Wang et al., 1999).
In the paper (Guedel and Zlobec, 1991) it was shown that spikes
polarization degree can vary depending on the location of the active
region on the solar disk. Thus, when the active region moves from
the limb toward the central meridian spikes polarization increases.
At the same time Wang, Fu, Xie, and Huang (1999) did not find
any dependencies. Regarding the preferred emission mode of spikes
(O- or X-) there is still no definite answer. In different papers
authors reveal both O- and X-waves with a slight prevalence of
O- waves. It is also necessary to note that in the papers (Abrami,
1976; Messerotti et al., 1985; Guedel and Zlobec, 1991; Benz et al.,
1996) the polarization properties of the Type III and IV bursts
associated with spikes were analyzed. It was found that during
one event the sign of Type III and IV bursts polarization does
not always coincide with the sign of associated spikes and their
degree of polarization is significantly lower. In the case of a single
Type I storm, which consists of numerous short-lived spike bursts
(Kai et al., 1985), it was shown that among predominant right-
handed polarized bursts sparse bursts with left-handed polarization
can be observed (De Groot, 1960). Author came to the conclusion
that most probably it was due to superposition of two storms from
different spots with different configuration of magnetic fields.

In the present paper the analysis of the spikes observed on
14 June 2012 is continued (Shevchuk et al., 2016). On that day
the storm of spikes was observed simultaneously with the storm
of Type III bursts followed by the Type IV burst. Based on the
assumptions made in the paper we evaluated coronal plasma
temperature (≈ 0.1− 0.6MK) and magnetic field (≈ 1.6− 2G) for
this day. Within the present study we analyzed the polarization
properties of the decameter spikes and traced their behavior in
course of the storm for the first time.

2 Observations

The data analyzed in the present paper were obtained with
the URAN-2 (Ukrainian radio telescope of decameter wavelength
range), which is the second by size and sensitivity in Ukraine.
Detailed information about this radio telescope is presented in
the paper (Megn et al., 2003; Brazhenko et al., 2005). It must be
mentioned that URAN-2 consists of 512 broadband cross-dipoles
arranged in the form of two orthogonal dipoles rotated at an
angle 45° to the meridian. Such antenna configuration together
with using digital spectro-polarimeter DSP-Z (Zakharenko et al.,
2016) as the back-end enables to measure the degree and sense
of circular polarization. This allows studying not only time,

frequency and power but also polarization properties of the
radio bursts.

On 14 June 2012 observations were carried out in the interval of
±5 h from the local noon with time-frequency resolutions of 4 kHz
and 100 m, respectively.More than 34 GB of observational data were
obtained. Storms of spikes and Type III bursts as well as Type IV
bursts were registered (Shevchuk et al., 2016). In Figure 1 the half-
hour fragment of the dynamic and polarization spectra from 10:16
up to 10:46 UT is presented.

A prompt and obvious conclusion can be drawn from the shown
figure during that 30-min interval that the majority of the radio
bursts (spikes, Type IIIb and III bursts) had a right handed circular
polarization.

In the next sections the answers for the following questions
will be given: what is the degree of spikes polarization and
whether it changes from spike to spike; whether the sign of spikes
polarization changes during the event; is there any dependence
between polarization and observational frequency, etc. Also, in the
scope of this paper, we made an attempt to associate spikes with
the certain active region on the solar disk and to determine the
possible mode of the emission by applying the “leading spot” rule.
In Section 4.2 we estimate the magnetic field based on the results
presented in the paper (Melnik et al., 2018).

3 Analysis of the observational data

Since the processing of the observational data was carried out
manuallywe randomly selected several 30 s intervals for the analysis.
It should be also noted that during the selected intervals the affect
of the accompanied bursts (IIIb and III) on spikes was minimal.
Thus, for each interval more than 380 spikes were analyzed. For each
burst the polarization and emission flux were measured by finding
the maximum value of both at certain frequency and time (see, for
example, Figure 3). As a result the polarization properties for more
than 1,500 bursts were obtained.

As it was mentioned earlier, the majority of spikes (94%) had
right-handed circular polarization. At the same time, the small
number of bursts with left-handed polarization was also observed
within each of the selected intervals. However, the minority of
spike bursts (only 4%) had left-handed polarization. In Figure 2 the
distribution of spikes on their polarization for all analyzed bursts is
presented. Similar histograms were obtained for each time interval
(see, for example, Figures 2B, C).

The distributions obtained by us for the decameter spikes
confirm the thesis that spikes can reveal both left and right
circular polarization and its value varies from 0 up to 100%
(Gary et al., 1991; Guedel and Zlobec, 1991; Benz et al., 1996;
Wang et al., 1999). In our case the mean value of polarization was
about 60%± 10% and 20%± 10% for spikes with right and left
polarization correspondingly. Based on the presented histograms
another conclusion can be drawn - the sign of the spikes polarization
practically did not vary during the entire storm.

We also tried to reveal some dependence of spikes polarization
on frequency. As a result of the analysis no specific dependency was
found–all the values of polarization were randomly located on the
frequency–polarization plane. And the average values at individual
frequencies were in the range 40–70%± 10%.
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Another interesting result is a time shift (advance or delay)
between polarization and fluxmaxima. An example of such advance
is shown in Figure 3. In this specific case the advance time is 0.1 s.
As a result of the statistical analysis the distribution histogram of
the time shifts was obtained (Figure 4). From this distribution it
is visible that in the 70% of cases the maximum of polarization
advanced the maximum of the flux in average by 0.25 s, in 22%
the maxima coincided, and in 8% the delay was observed in
average by 0.14 s.

It is important to note that the degree of spikes polarization
and its behavior with respect to the radiation flux presented in
this work agree well with the results obtained for the Type IIIb
bursts in the paper (Melnik et al., 2018). The average value of the
Type IIIb bursts polarization varied from 40%± 10% to 60%± 10%
depending on the day of observation and its sign coincided
with the polarization sign of the associated Type III bursts. This
result along with the results presented in (Shevchuk et al., 2018)
might be additional evidence that spikes and striae, which form
Type IIIb burst, are apparently the same type of the solar
radio bursts.

4 Discussion

4.1 “Leading spot” rule

Based on the assumptions made in the paper (Payne-Scott and
Little, 1951) an attempt to associate spikes activity with the certain
active region on the solar disk and to determine the possible mode
of bursts emission notably O- or X-modes were made. According to
the data obtained with SDO satellite (Solar Dynamic Observatory,
https://sdo.gsfc.nasa.gov/) on 14 June 2012 several active regions
were observed on the solar disk and named as NOAA 11504-
11508.Themap of the magnetic field distribution and active regions

location on the solar disk is presented in Figure 5. In SDO data the
locations with a white colour correspond to the positive magnetic
field (North) while black colour represents negative magnetic field
(South) (for quires visit https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/3713/).

Currently we do not have technical facilities to associate the
solar radio activity to a particular source region. Instead for this
purpose we used other available data from the various sources
(for example, https://www.spaceweather.com/, https://tesis.lebedev.
ru/) and came to the conclusion that the region NOAA 11504
was the most active on 14 June 2012. During the whole day of
observations its activity manifested itself in five to eight flares
of C1.six to five class and one flare of M1.9 class. Thus, we
associate spikes analyzed in this work exactly with the active region
NOAA 11504.

As it was mentioned earlier, in the majority of the cases spikes
had right handed polarization. At the same time the leading spot
of the active area NOAA 11504 had north polarity and the trailing
the south one (Figure 5). Following the logic of the “leading spot”
rule we can conclude that the registeredmode of the electromagnetic
emission (spikes) in this particular case corresponded to the X-
mode. The obtained result does not contradict the results presented
in (Payne-Scott andLittle, 1951;Guedel andZlobec, 1991).However,
it must be noted here that in the paper (Guedel and Zlobec,
1991) Type III bursts observed simultaneously with the analyzed
spikes had opposite polarization that pointed at the O- mode
of the emission, thereby confirming the generally accepted mode
of the Type III bursts radiation. In our case, as can be seen
from Figure 1, Type III bursts as well as spikes had right-handed
polarization. Consequently the mode of their emission apparently
must also correspond to the X-mode. This result raises doubts
concerning the correctness of association of spikes and Type III
bursts with the leading spot of the active region NOAA 11504.
That might be supported with one of the conclusions made in
(Guedel and Zlobec, 1991) that in contrast to the decimetric and

FIGURE 1
Half-hour fragment of the dynamic and polarization spectra obtained with URAN-2 radio telescope on 14 June 2012.
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FIGURE 2
Histograms of spikes distribution by polarization: (A) for all analyzed bursts, (B, C) for some 30 min intervals. The values with plus and minus
sign correspond to the right-handed and left-handed polarization respectively.

microwave ranges in the metric spikes are polarized in the sense of
the O- mode.

In the papers (Benz et al., 1982; Benz and Guedel, 1987) it was
shown that in the meter range the signs of polarization of spikes
and associated with them Type III bursts in most cases coincide.
The determined emission mode in the frames of “leading spot” rule
corresponded to the O- mode. Thus, spikes and Type III bursts
analyzed in the present study most probably should be associated
with the trailing spot of the active region NOAA 11504 which had
south polarity. In this case the emission mode of burst of both types
will correspond to the O-mode. Such a change of the leading spot
on trailing one does not contradict to the “leading spot” rule since
judging by the presented magnetogram (Figure 5) the trailing spot
is comparable or even larger in a size than the leading one.

4.2 Magnetic field determination

Based on the results presented in (Shevchuk et al., 2016; 2018;
Melnik et al., 2018) and present paper we can assume that spikes
and striae (fine structure of Type IIIb bursts) are most probably
the same type of solar radio bursts. However, these bursts got
their names due to different appearance on the dynamic spectrum
that apparently indicates the different state of coronal plasma at
the moments of their generation. If these bursts are in fact the
same type of bursts then they have the same generation mechanism
and the emission is generated at the first harmonic of the plasma
frequency (seeMelnik et al., 2018). Following the assumptionsmade
in (Melnik et al., 2018) and taking into account the fact that the
average value of spikes polarization is about 60%± 10% and the
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FIGURE 3
Intensity and polarization profiles of the spike at frequency 23.5 MHz
at the time 10:05:14–10:05:17 UT. The solid and dashed curves
correspond to flux and polarization respectively.

FIGURE 4
The distribution histogram of time shift polarization maximum relative
to the flux maximum. Positive and negative values correspond to
advance and delay respectively.

emission corresponds to O- mode we calculated magnetic field in
the place of bursts generation.

We suppose that, as in a case of Type IIIb bursts, spikes
are generated by the fast electron beams propagating through
the coronal plasma. In this case the maximum number of Z
waves (Langmuir waves in the plasma without magnetic field) are
concentrated near the minimum value of the wave number kmin ≈
ωpe

Vb
, where ωpe = √

4πe2n
m

is the plasma frequency and Vb is the beam
velocity, n is the coronal plasma density, e and m are the charge
and mass of the electron (Mel’Nik, 1995; Mel’nik et al., 1999). In
those papers authors demonstrated that with the increase of the
wave number the quantity of the Langmuir waves are considerably
decreases. As follows from Figure 6 these waves are observed in the

FIGURE 5
Magnetogram showing the location and polarity of the active regions
on the solar disk on 14 June 2012.

range of wave numbers from kmin to kmax ≈
1
rDe

(rDe = √
kT

4πe2n
is the

Debye length, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the plasma
temperature). The waves from kmin to k∗ are transformed into O-
waves, and from k∗ to kmax into X- and O- waves. The wave number
k∗ at a certain frequency is determined by the magnetic field (B)-

k∗ ≈ √
ωBeωpe

3V2
Te
, where ωBe =

eB
mc

is the electron cyclotron frequency,

VTe is the thermal electron velocity. We determine the degree of
the emission polarization as a difference between the number of
ordinary (NO) and extraordinary (NX) waves (see Zlotnik, 1981):

P =
NO −NX

NO +NX
(1)

The numbers of ordinary or extraordinary waves are determined
as definite integral of the spectral energy density of Langmuir waves:

NO =
1
ωpe

wt,l
p ∫

k∗

kmin

W(Vph,x)dk (2)

NX =
1
ωpe

wt,l
p ∫

kmax

k∗
W(Vph,x)dk (3)

where W(Vph,x) =
m
ωpe

V4
ph(1−

Vph

Vb
)p(x, t) is the spectral energy

density of Langmuir waves, Vph is the Langmuir waves phase
velocity, Vb is the speed of the fastest electrons of the beam, and
p(x, t) is the plateau height according to (Mel’Nik and Kontar, 2003),
wt,l
p =
(2π)3e4

m2
eω2

pe
( k×k1

k⋅k1
)
2
| ϵ

l
i(ω_,k_)
ϵl(ω_,k_)
|
2
is the probability of the Langmuir

waves transformation into O- or X-waves, ϵ(ω_,k_) is the dielectric
constant, and ω_ = ωt −ωl, k_ = kt − kl, where ωt , ωl and kt , kl are
the frequency and wave vector of the electromagnetic and Langmuir
waves correspondingly (Tsytovich, 1970). Based on (Tsytovich, 1970;
Zlotnik, 1981) we came to the conclusion that the probabilities of
the Lagmuir waves transformation into O- or X-waves within the
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FIGURE 6
Dispersion curves for Z-, O-, X-waves in plasma with magnetic field (adopted from Melnik, 2018).

FIGURE 7
Dependence of the magnetic field on distance from Sun in the models obtained in the present study (solid curve) and in the paper (Dulk and McLean,
1978) (dashed curve).

interval from k∗ to kmax are close. So, Eq. 4 can be rewritten as
follows:

P =
NO

NO + 2NX
(4)

After all the transformations and integration of Eqs 2, 3 we
obtained the equation for the magnetic field:

B =
3mcωpe

e(V
3
max

4V3
Te
+ 2PV3

min
(1−P)V3

Te
)
2/3

(5)

Analyzing the obtained expression we can see that the magnetic
field is related to the electron thermal velocity, electron beam
velocity which is responsible for the spikes generation, plasma
frequency and polarization.Thus, knowing spikes polarization from
the observations and choosing temperature and beam velocity

within reasonable limits we can determine the magnetic field value
in the corona at certain height. For example, assuming that at
frequency 25 MHz [that in theNewkirkmodel corresponds to 1.9RS,
where RS is the solar radius (Newkirk, 1961)] the coronal plasma
temperature equals 1.5MK, and maximum velocity of the electron
beam is about 0.2c the value of magnetic field is approximately
0.4 G. The obtained magnetic field is reasonable and does not differ
essentially from the value obtained from empirical dependence of
magnetic field on height (Dulk and McLean, 1978):

B ≈ 0.5[ R
RS
− 1]
−1.5

(6)

According to Eq. 6 the magnetic field at the height
corresponding to plasma frequency of 25 MHz is about 0.58 G.
Varying coronal temperature and beam velocity we can obtain
comparable values of magnetic field.
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Obtained Eq. 5 can be represented as the dependence of
magnetic field on distance (R) assuming Newkirk coronal model
(Newkirk, 1961):

B = 1.97× 104.32
RS
2R

(V
3
max

4V3
Te
+ 2PV3

min
(1−P)V3

Te
)
2/3

(7)

Comparing Eqs 6, 7 we see that they are close if we assume the
coronal plasma temperature of about 1.5 MK and electron beam
velocity of approximately 0.17c (Figure 7).

Taking into account coronal temperature T ≈ 0.35 MK and
magnetic field B ≈ 1.6G, determined by spikes duration and
bandwidth for this day earlier (Shevchuk et al., 2016), we calculated
the velocity of the electron beam responsible for the spikes
generation which was equal about 0.05c. Assuming that spikes and
Type IIIb bursts are generated by the similar electron beams then
drift rates of Type IIIb bursts, which are in average 3− 5MHzs−1

(Melnik et al., 2010; 2018), give us linear velocity of the beams
0.09–0.16c. So, obtained in the frames of our assumptions velocity
is reasonable.

Thus, knowing spikes polarization from the observations at
certain frequency we can determine different parameters of coronal
plasma (magnetic field, temperature) on one hand and/or electron
beam velocity on another one.

5 Conclusion

In the scope of the present paper the analysis of the decameter
spikes polarization properties was performed for the first time.
It was shown that in the course of our specific case spikes with
right-handed circular polarization were dominant. We found that
their polarization varied from 0 up to 100% with the average
values 60%± 10% and 20%± 10% for the right- and left-handed
polarization correspondingly.

Based on the obtained results and in the frames of the “leading
spot” rule we linked spikes emission to specific active region on the
solar disk, namely, with the trailing spot of NOAA11504 which had
south polarity.

We used spikes polarization to determine the value of the
magnetic field in the place of their generation and/or electron beam
velocity.Theobtained values are reasonable and equal approximately
0.6 G or 0.17c respectively.
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